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tern; H0 is the "free" Hamiltonian (in general it
may also partially take into account the interaction
between the particles, for example in the HartreeFock approximation); H1 is the interaction Hamiltonian.
Let us take instead of H the Hamiltonian HA, =
H0 + A.H 1 • Then
(2)
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Following the general methods of the S matrix
(cf. e.g., reference 1), we write down the formal
operator solution of Eq. (2):*

p=

e-BH,

where T calls for arrangement of the operators
from right to left in the order of increasing t, and
any operator f ( x, t) is connected with f ( x) by
the relation

f (xt)
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As

is well known, the density matrix p of a canonical ensemble has the form

where {3

= 1/kT;

Ho

+ Hl ~~

(4)

(5)

where the averaging ( Sp) is taken over a complete orthogonal system of eigenfunctions of the
Hamiltonian H or of H0 ; N is the operator for
the total number of particles and commutes with
the total Hamiltonian; a = {3p,, where p, is the
chemical potential. Using Eqs. (5) and (3), one
can easily verify that

~;

z = z,.=l =

= - Sp [ exp

(xN- ~H,.)
(6)

Zo _

~

~ [Ho (x) + Hl (x)] Lf3X, (1)

H is the Hamiltonian of the sys-

Sp [exp (aN- ~H 11 ) SHJ(xt) d3xdt1
Sp [exp (aN- ~H,.)]

dt-.,

(7)

where Z 0 is the known expression for Z when
H = H0 • It can be shown that the expression in the
integrand of Eq. (7)' is

~ ~ (M (xt,
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=

/H, f (x) e-tH,.

To determine all the thermodynamic quantities
it is sufficient to know the function

0

H

=

where H1 (xt) = eHA.tH 1 (x) e-HA,t (i.e., the operator in the Heisenberg representation) .
From Eq. (6) it follows that

ON A RELATION IN QUANTUM STATISTICS

e-~H'

(3)

x~Hr(xt)d 3 xdt]j Sp[exp(~ZN -~H,.)J,
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p c=

T {exp (-}. ~ H 1 (xt) dtd' 1x)}•

x't')

a (x't', xt) d xdtd x' dt',
3

3

where M is the mass operator for the "one-particle" Green's function 1 G ( xt, x't') (integration
with respect to t, t' from 0 to {3).
In the case in which H0 does not contain the
charge g, we can take the charge g as the parameter A., and Z takes the form
Z = Z0

-

~"

d:: ~ M (xt ,x't') a (x't' ,xt) d xdtdt' d x'.

()

3

3

(8)
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Thus all the statistical characteristics of the
system are determined by the mass operator of
the "one-particle" Green's function. This fact
makes the application of field-theory methods to
statistics very fruitful. It is not hard to show from
Eq. (8) that for the case {:3 = oo ( T = 0) one gets
the following well known relation for the energy of
the ground state

E

=

E (g = 0)

+ ~ dJ,' ~ M (x~, x't') G (x't', x~) d xd
3

3 x'dt'.

(9)

0

One can verify this by choosing as the complete
orthogonal set of functions for the summation the
eigenfunctions of the total Hamiltonian and noting
that for {:3 = oo the ground -state term is the only
one contributing to the sum.
*The integration with respect to t is everywhere taken
from 0 to f3.

singled out if that of the original polarization of
the Jl.- mesons. Let j be the unit vector in that
direction. For a given F, from the requirements
of invariance and the Hermitian character of p
and its being linear in j, we have
1
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3/.p

•

)

(1)

PF= 2F+1 1 +F+1 JF Pp,

PF is the projection operator onto states with the
given value of F. From the condition jF = Sp (pFjF)
::::: F it follow that I i\. F I : : : 1.
I+1+2ls.
For F =I+ 1/ 2 Pp= 21 + 1 ,
for F = I -

Pp =

1/ 2

I - 2Is
~I+i

,

s and I are the spin operators of the J1.- meson
and the nucleus. Substituting Eq. (2) in Eq. (1), we
get:
for F =I+!:
p+ =

1 T.
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+

(I+

1

2 (2I

+ 1) { l +

1 ~~~ +"h) [ (jl)

(sl)

2Is
I+ 1

+ A+J• ( I+31 1 + 2s )

+ (sl) (jl)- 2 I (I 3+

1) js ]} , (3)

from which we have

! +

Sp (p+s)

=

=

~

A+j,

=

+

Sp (p))

=

A+j;

(4)

for F =I-!:

POLARIZATION OF THE NUCLEUS BY
CAPTURE OF POLARIZED NEGATIVE
MUONS INTO THE MESONIC K SHELL
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THE formation of J1. -mesonic atoms with transition of J1.- mesons to the K shell is accompanied
by considerable depolarization of the originally
polarized J1. mesons. 1 - 3 If the nucleus has a spin
I a polarization of the nucleus is also produced,
owing to the magnetic interaction of the spins.
The hyperfine splitting in the ground state of
the me sonic atom is much larger than ti/ T, where
T is the lifetime of the Jl.- meson. Therefore the
states with F = I + ! and F = I -! form an incoherent mixture. 4 Accordingly the spin state of the
mesonic atom is best described by the corresponding density matrix p. Since the nucleus is supposed
unpolarized before the capture, the only direction

(6)

One must take this effect (polarization of the
nucleus) into account in the analysis of experiments relating to the capture of J1.- mesons by
nuclei, in particular in the determination of the
angular distribution of the neutrons produced.
Formulas for the asymmetry parameter of the
angular distribution of the neutrons produced in
the reaction Ji- + p - n + v have been obtained
in references 5-7. In these papers it was assumed that before the capture the proton is unpolarized, despite the fact that the J1.- meson
located in the K shell is polarized. It thus appears that the results in question are unreliable.

